5 **GREEN** AND SPECKLED FROGS

5 **GREEN** AND SPECKLED FROG SAT ON A SPECKLED LOG

EATING THE MOST DELICIOUS BUG, YUM YUM
ONE JUMPED INTO THE POOL WHERE IT WAS NICE AND COOL

THEN THERE WERE 4 **GREEN** AND SPECKLED FROGS

4 **GREEN** AND SPECKLED FROG SAT ON A SPECKLED LOG

EATING THE MOST DELICIOUS BUG, YUM YUM
ONE JUMPED INTO THE POOL WHERE IT WAS NICE AND COOL

THEN THERE WERE 3 **GREEN** AND SPECKLED FROGS

3 **GREEN** AND SPECKLED FROG SAT ON A SPECKLED LOG
EATING THE MOST DELICIOUS BUG, YUM YUM
ONE JUMPED INTO THE POOL WHERE IT WAS NICE AND COOL
THEN THERE WERE 2 GREEN AND SPECKLED FROGS

2 GREEN AND SPECKLED FROG SAT ON A SPECKLED LOG
EATING THE MOST DELICIOUS BUG, YUM YUM
ONE JUMPED INTO THE POOL WHERE IT WAS NICE AND COOL
THEN THERE WAS 1 GREEN AND SPECKLED FROG

1 GREEN AND SPECKLED FROG SAT ON A SPECKLED LOG
EATING THE MOST DELICIOUS BUG, YUM YUM
HE JUMPED INTO THE POOL WHERE IT WAS NICE AND COOL
THEN THERE WERE NO GREEN AND SPECKLED FROGS........

Activity Extender:

1) Stick Puppets: Make 5 frogs patterns, color and cut out, glue on to popsicle sticks and use as props, allow children to use stick puppets to act out story.
2) Flannel Story: Make 5 frogs, log and pool patterns, color, cut and laminate, attach velcro to back side of patterns.
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